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Move to Wisely Pay Card 
Our pay card vendor, ADP, is replacing their existing ALINE pay card with their new Wisely pay 
card over the coming months.   
 

What does this mean to me? 

 You are being given the current ALINE card packet. Wisely-branded pay cards will not 
be issued until later in 2020. 

 Follow the instructions in the ALINE card packet to activate and to start using your card. 

 Continue using your ALINE card until your funds on the card are depleted. That’s it. 

 
What do I need to be aware of 2/23/20 and after? 

 Important: On 2/23/20, during the hours between 10:00 p.m. and 4:00 a.m. PT, you 
will not be able to use the ALINE Card as this is the actual day that the ADP system 
is switching to Wisely. Be sure to plan ahead and withdraw enough funds to cover 
you during this time. 

 On and after 2/24/20 

a. Should you have a remaining balance on your ALINE card, the information on the 
Notice of Changes to the Cardholder Agreement and Privacy Policy  you are 
being given along with this letter, will apply to your ALINE card (ex: there is a 
new ADP Cardholder Services phone number) until you have depleted the funds. 

b. Some materials on the website, mobile app, and other materials might refer to 
Wisely, but this has no impact on your use of your ALINE card. 

c. Security will be added to your card that will only allow the card to work in your 
home state and any bordering state unless you set a travel notice through the 
website, app or customer support. 

d. You will choose the “Checking” menu option for withdrawing funds from an ATM 
instead of the “Credit” option. 

How has the card changed? 

What is the same? What is new? 
 The fee schedule 
 Employees keep the cards issued to them 

and the account associated with the card 
issued will remain the same 

 Berkeley will continue to issue the ALINE 
card until ADP replaces the cards with the 
Wisley card later in 2020 

 More in-network ATMS 
 Personalized pay card will be EMV chip 

enabled 
 The card will have Wisely branding 

(instead of ALINE) 

 

If you have any additional questions or need other services, please visit UCPath and click on 
“Ask UCPath Center” to submit an inquiry.  You may also contact the UCPath Center to speak 
with an associate Monday – Friday 8:00 a.m.–6:00 p.m. at (855) 982-7284. 

 


